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As Jack Mundey stated himself, in an
interview with the Millers Point
Community group, states;

Jack Mundey 17th of October 1929- 10th
May 2020
VALE JACK MUNDEY
Jack Mundey was born on 17th of
October 1929 in Malanda 100 km west
of Cairns on the Atherton Tableland,
Queensland. He was one of five children.
His mother died when he was age six.
Jack moved to Sydney when he was 19
years old, apparently largely to play
football, rugby league, for Paramatta. He
became a metalworker and later a
builder’s labourer joining the Federated
Ironworkers' Association and then the
Builders Labourers Federation. He
joined the prior Communist Party of
Australia (CPA) in 1957.
During the 1960s Jack Mundey was an
advocate on a wide range of social
justice issues, from safety reforms on
building sites to issues such as
feminism, gay rights and international
politics. In 1968 he was elected as
secretary of the NSW Builders’
Labourers Federation (BLF) after having
to wage a campaign to defeat a sold out
and corrupted leadership.

“… the union that had controlled the
builders’ Labourers’, the corrupt,
worked in collusion with the employers,
got workers sacked if they were
militants. That union then changed and
myself and others in the rank and file
committee overthrew the union
leadership, got control of the union and
when the boom came on we were able
to organise the workers, give them
dignity and confidence, lift up their
wages and conditions and we won the
respect of the workers.”
With Jack’s leadership he inspired BLF
members to take industrial action,
‘Green bans’ to support community
efforts in Sydney to save places of
heritage & architecture around Sydney
from demolition. He saved Kelly’s Bush,
the Rocks, Woolloomooloo, Potts Point,
Centennial Park, Victoria Street in Kings
Cross and the last stretch of public
bushland on the Parramatta River and
more recently Bondi Pavilion.
Jack Mundey was the lead Legislative
Council candidate of the Communist
Party in the 1978 New South Wales
state election. The Communist Party
polled almost 80,000 votes, 2.9% of the
state-wide total. He came close to
winning a seat and was the last
candidate excluded from the count.
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In 1998 the University of Western
Sydney made Jack Mundey an honorary
Doctor of Letters and an honorary
Doctor of Science in recognition of his
service to the environment for the
previous 30 years. He was made a Life
Member of the Australian Conservation
Foundation and in 1995 he was
appointed the chair of the Historic
Houses Trust of New South Wales.
However, Jack never forgot his working
class background and continued to
struggle for the rights of workers, for
social justice and for conservation of our
heritage.
Farewell Comrade Jack Mundey and
condolences to your family, friends and
Comrades.

Together with Chandler McLeod,
another gross offender, have seen
fit to slash the wages and
conditions that come with working
for BHP-Os and Chandler
McLeod by as much as 40%.
People who are on the Enterprise
Agreement (permanent employees),
work in different parts of the mine
from OS people, but do EXACTLY
the same and use the same
equipment, but the casuals and O.S.
are on the much lesser pay and very
poor or no conditions, grossly
unfair! For example the casuals are
only paid their Superannuation, NO
HOLIDAY PAY and NO SICK
PAY.

“How good is that Scomo!”
By Peter Kennedy

As we speak, today in 2020, wages,
salaries and conditions in the most
corporately profitable traded
minerals sector are being totally
undermined.
Chief and repeat offenders are
BHP, Glencore and Yancoal to
name just a few who dominate
employment in the Hunter and
Liverpool plains of NSW with flow
on effects to every other worksite
in Australia.
In recent months BHP has formed its
own in-house Casual line called
Operation Services or otherwise
known as O.S.

OS Workers are Kept Segregated.
The OS people are put up in motels
and refurbished hostels in
Muswellbrook and bused to the
Mount Arthur mine and generally
kept segregated from the main force.
Whilst corporate profits increase,
corporate tax payments are almost
non-existent, wages and conditions
are in virtual freefall, carbon
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pollution almost uncontained,
family’s drowning in debt along
with employment insecurity,
communities are falling apart whilst
the resources companies’ profits are
skyrocketing!
Sham labour contracts and
arrangements such as BHP are
UNAUSTRALIAN in my opinion
and serve only those who wish to
diminish us all.

discuss them and reach a consensus.
The National Security legislation is
aimed at safeguarding Hong Kong’s
unity and social stability. With a
stable social environment, the whole
society in Hong Kong will be able to
reach a consensus and solve the
issues one by one. Hong Kong will
surely have a better future.”
(Hang Zheng, May 25th 2020)

Every effort must be taken to assist
those who are at the forefront of the
battle against these abhorrent
working agreements and make them
ILLEGAL.
BHP “The Big Australian”, I don’t
think so! It is about time they were
pulled into line or buried und the
mountain of mud Sumarco!

Hong Kong National
Security Explained.
By Brennan Dick

According to China’s Vice Premier,
Han Zheng:
“Hong Kong has a deep-rooted
economic and livelihood problems,
which needs to be addressed. Hong
Kong society and Citizen’s concerns
should be responded to. But what’s
the prerequisite for resolving the
issues? The answer is a stable social
environment. Without a stable social
environment, many issues can’t be
put on the agenda and there will be
no way for society to continue to

Leung Chun Ying Vice Chairman of the National
Peoples Congress

The National Security law in Hong
Kong is a draft and is still to be
decided by National People's
Congress. The draft document’s full
title is ‘Establishing and Perfecting
the Legal System and Enforcement
Mechanism of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region to
Maintain National Security’.
Similar to our own Federal laws,
that often override state laws, the
laws and implementations of the
law of the People’s Congress,
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presides over the Hong Kong
Administration in cases of national
importance. Such is the relationship
between a Special Administrative
Region of Hong Kong and a United
Chinese state. Article 23, of Hong
Kong basic law, was required to be
passed by the Hong Kong
government first and therefore is a
proposed piece of legislation at this
stage, to be ratified by the People’s
Republic of China.

Kong, the military in Hong Kong.
The Hong Kong Military supported
Article 23 due to safety issues in
Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region which follows the ideals and
legislation under the one country,
two systems allowing for the central
government to enforce laws
regarding a national standard.
~
What does the National Security
Law do?

The legislation has been put forward
twice already and a recent draft was
proposed in 2019 by a member of
the Legislative Council, Ho Kwan
You. Ho Kwan You was the target
of an assassination attempt due to
his support for Article 23. In the
initial five months he and the
supporters gained 2 million
signatures from a petition, from
people in Hong Kong, who were in
support of article 23.

The National Security law only
deals with people who receive
money to do acts of terrorism,
separatism, secessionism and foreign
inference. In Macao Special
Administrative Region, they already
have a 10-25 year jail sentence for
such an offence. It also deals with
the finance sponsorship of
Separatism and Terrorism
expanding the pre-existing Article
23 in the Hong Kong basic Law.

More recently a similar campaign, in
support of Article 23 received the
support of more than 2 million
people in Hong Kong and yet it still
wasn’t passed by the Hong Kong
Administration.
Leung Chun Ying, former Chief
Executive, now Vice Chairman of
National People's Congress,
proposed to the National People's
Congress, that the legislation be
passed by the National People’s
Congress in Beijing. He noted the
support of 2 million signatures and
as well as the support from the
Peoples Liberation Garrison in Hong

Ho Kwan Yiu
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What of the arrests and Charges
of Rioters?

media statements that Australia
‘isn’t like America.’

They already fall under the riot
offenses, under the criminal law
systems of Hong Kong and can face
a criminal conviction including up to
10 years imprisonment. Some of the
rioters have committed acts of
murder during the riots but this is a
separate matter and will not be
included in the new National
Security legislation but will be dealt
with separately under current,
already in place, legislation.

With 407 indigenous deaths in
custody since the 1991 Royal
Commission into deaths in Custody,
many our first peoples might be
inclined to disagree.

Black Lives matter Melbourne

It’s Time for Makarrata!
By Brenda Kellaway

This week George Floyd was killed
at the hands of police in America
however, at the same time, in
Australia, an indigenous teenage boy
had his legs kicked out from under
him leading to him being slammed,
face first into the ground. The
comparison between the two acts of
violence was quick to circulate
around social media leading to a
several officials from the
government in Australia making

Racism in Australia is systemic, our
indigenous population are not even
recognized in our constitution. There
have been several attempts to have
our indigenous population fully
recognized in our constitution, to no
avail.
In 2017 multiple representatives of
our indigenous population gathered
and agreed to the ‘Uluru Statement
From The Heart’. The Uluru
Statement From the Heart was the
culmination of a decades work. It
was the largest collaborative process
between indigenous people on our
constitution in Australia’s history.
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In the 7th paragraph of the Uluru
Statement from the Heart it states;
‘We seek constitutional reforms to
empower our people and take a
rightful place in our own country.’
Further it states: ‘We seek a
Makarrata Commission to supervise
a process of agreement-making
between governments and First
Nations and truth-telling about our
history’.’
A Makarrata is an ‘Aboriginal
ceremonial ritual symbolizing the
restoration of peace in a dispute, a
treaty or agreement. The Uluru
statement called for a
constitutionally enshrined, First
Nations voice to parliament, along
with a Makarrata Commission ‘to
supervise a process of agreementmaking.’ A Makarrata is a complex
word describing a process of conflict
resolution, peacemaking and justice.
While the details of said
organization were to be worked out,
it was envisaged that such a body
would empower Indigenous people
to have a voice on legislation and
policy that affects them.

The government rejected it on the
grounds they did not believe it to be
‘desirable’ and that it was unclear
how the voice to parliament would
work and also that it would
‘inevitably be seen as a third
chamber of parliament’ and
therefore would not be ‘capable of
winning acceptance in a
referendum.’

Black Lives Matter Sydney

Unfortunately, since the Uluru
Statement from the Heart the
discrimination of our first peoples
continues. It is no mistake, not a
mere error in judgement, that the
cashless welfare card was first
trialed in 2018 in and Aboriginal
community in Tennant Creek.

It’s time that Black Deaths in
Custody was addressed and
prevented. It’s time our indigenous
population were recognized in a well
consulted agreement worked out
between existing government and
our indigenous population, It’s time
for Makarrata!
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Robert Samuel Ross

Karl Marx

THEORY AND
PRACTICE
Early Australian
Marxism Reconsidered:
Part 1.
By Alfons the Bandicoot.
The biggest problem for early Australian
Marxists was how to avoid being caught
between the rock of industrial Marxism,
and the hard place of reformist Karl
Kautsky’s parliamentarist Marxism. This
was not easy because both of these
discourses had become powerful in the
hard left in Australia in the years around
1910.

The main writer who addressed this
dilemma of how to engage with Leninism
without alienating the followers of either
of the other two Marxisms was Robert
Samuel Ross. After Tom Mann and Harry
Holland had departed for England and
New Zealand respectively, Ross remained
behind as the leading light in Australian
Marxism and he led both the Socialist
Party of Victoria (VSP) and the AntiConscriptionists in the war years. It was
Ross, writing in the middle of 1920, who
was destined to provide us with the only
really useful account of the difficulties
faced by the Australian followers of Marx
and Engels, when first confronted by the
new theoretical developments under Lenin.
Apart from Mann, Holland, and Ross, the
other writers who can help us to
understand Australian Marxism in the
decade or so leading up to 1920 are W.
Robert Winspear, Ernest H. Lane, Ernest
E. Judd, and Frank Anstey. This is a core
list, and a number of additional players
enter and exit the action from time to time.
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Nationalisation dogmas, and radical
nationalism. These strands were present
from 1887 in Sydney in the Australian
Socialist League (ASL), which must be
accorded the status of being the first partly
Marxist organisation in Australia, in spite
of the claims which have been made for
the shadowy Democratic Association of
Victoria in the 1870s. As Verity
Burgmann has demonstrated the ASL was
active but also riven by factionalism in the
early period of its existence, dividing into
three sections which can be broadly
described as Fabians, Marxists, and
anarchists, and this led to a hiatus in ASL
activity in late 1889.

Thomas Mann

The following discussion revolves around
writers and their texts, but it also concerns
several interrelated socialist organisations,
many of them linked to a greater or lesser
extent. It is unfortunate that this aspect of
the story of early Australian Marxism is so
complex but it is and so we have to
attempt to manage this difficulty.
Due to the fact that before Australian
federation in 1901 there were several
British settler colonies each with a capital
city, Marxism tended to develop around
several poles, corresponding not only to
the colonial capitals but also to other major
cities or mining centres where there were
large working class populations (e.g.
Broken Hill). The many socialist
organisations reflect this multipolar
politics to a large degree. The following
table summarises the situation.
When Marxist theory began to emerge in
Australia in the late 1880s among the
intellectuals and workers in urban centres,
it was forced to compete for traction with
other radical doctrines, including varieties
of anarchism, Single Tax and Land

However during the 1890s awareness of
Marxist political ideas in Australia began
to develop and some early writings
appeared, as Social Democratic groups
emerged to challenge both the ASL and
the emergent Australian Labor Party
(ALP).
Josiah (Joe) Cocking, a Newcastle coal
miner and ASL member produced a
manuscript in the winter of 1894 which
analysed surplus value and called for the
working class to take the fruits of their
labour, albeit without any direct references
to Marx or Engels. At about the same time
Harry Holland and Tom Batho were
publishing The Socialist in Sydney,
subsequently in Newcastle, and had
apparently begun studying the contents of
Capital for the first time. In Melbourne
the Social Democratic League which
emerged shortly after the ASL oscillated
between anarchism and the crypto-Marxist
system of Edward Bellamy, and some
early publications fit this pattern, including
pamphlets by Thomas Tuncliffe, Samuel
Albert Rosa, and the anonymous
Tasmanian author of the Home Talk on
Socialism.
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In Melbourne the League was superseded
in 1895 by the Social Democratic
Federation (SDF) which was more
avowedly Marxian. According to
Bongiorno, this infusion of Marx was
partly due to the arrival from London of H.
H. Champion, who had been schooled in
the scientific socialism of the English SDF
and who had alienated Victoria’s trade
union bosses by arguing that the rank-andfile of the 1890 Maritime Strike had been
“lions led by asses”.
The English SDF founded in 1883 and led
by William Morris and H. M. Hyndman
had been one of the main influences on the
early ASL. One of the Sydney socialist
agitators William Macnamara had even
become a delegate to the 1896 Bathurst
Convention on the future of Federation
(also known as the ‘People’s Convention’)
and had unsuccessfully moved that the
coming federation ought to be
communistic in nature. Also in the late
1880s, the English socialist author Francis
Adams was writing essays, and
anonymous articles with a Marxist flavour
in the Bulletin.
Although the evidence for a significant
Marxist body of political thought in
Australia is slim, in the period before
about 1898, it becomes more solid after
that point. One reason for the difficulty is
the intellectual ferment surrounding
Federation, as this appears to have
deprived broader social debates of oxygen.
But in 1898 the ASL established new
premises in Sydney featuring a “Marx
Hall”, and this was a few months after The
Tocsin commenced publication in
Melbourne, written by Frank Anstey and
H. Scott Bennett among others.
Meanwhile Batho and Holland had
sharpened their own class analysis in The
People in Sydney under ASL patronage,
including the printing of an 1899 pamphlet

by Charles Eyre which used Marxian ideas
to attack the 8 hour day concept, and
contained a succinct account of surplus
value.

Harry Holland

In Brisbane the small Social Democratic
Vanguard formed in 1898, following the
short-lived Socialist League of 1895-97,
brought together a little band of socialists
including Robert Samuel Ross, who would
go on to become arguably the most
outspoken Marxist in Australia, and a
leading figure in the local reactions to the
Russian Revolution.
These were small groups and Verity
Burgmann reminds us for instance that the
combined SDF and Fabian group in
Melbourne (1895-1898) were able to be
accommodated in a single room. We have
a first-hand account of these socialists
from the Diary of Beatrice Webb during
the Webbs’ 1898 visit, which demonstrates
their Marxism even though it is far from
flattering.
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By 1900 there were small numbers of
genuine Marxist agitators in urban
Australia even though their written output
was negligible.

The Socialist published by Robert.S.Ross
& Thomas Mann
Having established the existence of
Marxist thought in Australian circles by
1900 it is now necessary to provide an
assessment of the growth and direction(s)
of Marxian opinion in the Early
Commonwealth.
The middle of the decade witnessed an
upswing in activity but there were some
earlier examples of Marxist thought. In
Sydney The People printery was active and
in 1902-1903 it produced pamphlets and
leaflets which argued for abolition of the
wage system and the social ownership of
the means of production, and which
attacked the owners of industry as
parasitical. These carried promotional
messages for both the Australian Socialist
League and the Socialist Labor Party,
including mention of talks and classes.
In Melbourne at least one pamphlet of
significance was published by the Social
Democratic Party of Victoria, by P Z
Cornubian in 1904. It contains discussions
of surplus value, the concept of labour-

value, financial wealth as alienated value,
and an argument for social transformation
as opposed to ‘state socialism’ of the
Labor Party type, making it clearly
Marxian in character.
Also in Melbourne, The Tocsin printery
produced a Tom Tuncliffe pamphlet in the
same year (1904) in support of Fabian
ideas and in support of the Labor Party’s
selective approach to nationalisation, but
even here we find a brief account of the
doctrine of surplus value. Possibly such
conflations of Marxian ideas and Labor
objectives added fuel to the campaign
started by Free Trade leader George Reid
in 1905 and culminating in 1906 to
condemn all socialists and to attach the
Labor Party to the socialist label in the
public mind. Any connection with
Marxism was disavowed by Labor of
course, and there is a definitive statement
of this in the celebrated 1906 debate in
Sydney between Reid and Labor Party
leader WA Holman, sometimes regarded
as the epitaph of Reid’s ‘Anti-Sosh’
crusade.
The international labour movement had
gained a victory in 1889 in the London
Dock Strike and the Labor Party in
Australia was one of the beneficiaries of
this breakthrough, but a leader of the Dock
Strike was destined to play a more
personal role in the growth of Australian
Marxism.
Tom Mann, Henry Hyde Champion, and
Ben Tillett led the London strike and all
three spent time in Australia, with
Champion and Mann becoming permanent
residents although Mann eventually left.
Whereas Champion pursued Fabian
socialism, after his arrival in 1903, Mann
worked to further the cause of practical
Marxism. In 1905 he was instrumental in
establishing the Socialist Party of Victoria
(VSP) incorporating elements of the Social
11

Democratic Party and the types of people
who had so upset the sensibilities of
Beatrice Webb.
Mann’s 1905 pamphlet Socialism
advanced Australian understandings of
militant working-class politics and also
presented key ideas in a way which all
could grasp. The sixty page pamphlet was
printed by the Tocsin printery in
Melbourne and bears a Preface by Labor
radical Senator Edward Findlay. It
contains an articulate account of Marx’s
position on the labour theory of value.
However, this is preceded by much on the
possibility of socialism in Australia and
the proposition that socialism is a safe
thing which has been distorted and
demonised by the press in the period 19031905, including Reid’s campaign.
The ALP is serenaded in Mann’s pamphlet
and encouragement is given to the growing
push by militants within its ranks for a
socialist objective. In a subsequent section
on the means of production, Mann asserts
that capitalism has become the dominant
mode of production and that in
consequence society has degenerated into
two opposed classes, proletariat and
bourgeoisie, and that socialism necessarily
entails the abolition of this type of
ownership. In adding that such a
transformation of society must proceed via
political power, Mann does not make any
distinction between parliamentary and
extra-parliamentary politics, a point to
which we shall return in the next section.

Next Time: Marxist Pamphlets and
Printers before and during the Great
War.

From revolt to revolution; a
few thoughts.
By Dr. Mark Elliot-Ranken

What is a revolt and how does one
turn such a powerful expression of
rage into a process of deep change?
A revolt is an expression of despair
and rage of the oppressed against
their physical oppressors. The power
of the revolt is to, all too briefly bring
at least some of the oppressors, or
their proxies to some sort of apparent
justice. Yet the revolt has its dangers
and limitations to the oppressed
because it is too often all to brief an
expression of rage.

Its danger for those doing the
revolting is obvious. Once that all
powerful rage of the oppressed is
spent then too often those doing the
oppression the rich, the class
powerful, those with the levers of
power and control at their command
such as the police and the army can
reassert their oppressive authority
onto the oppressed. This is before
those doing the uprising can
transform such power of revolt into
a more enduring expression of
revolution a far more dangerous
beast to the oppressors.
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Revolution is different and more
powerful. This is because of its
intent even if seen by only a small
revolutionary vanguard to begin
with. The intent of the revolution is
to harness and direct the revolt’s
dynamic forces unleashed to
collapse the oppressor’s privileged
state of power, control and wealth
for redistribution. It’s advantage to
the oppressed is to remove
permanently the oppressor
/oppressed dichotomy.
However, while a dictatorship of the
proletariat may be necessarily for a
limited time, this must be
provisional in nature. It is not meant
to be a permanent institution, which
becomes gradually no longer
revolutionary and is not the intent of
revolution. We are not building a
new and oppressive set of
institutions but a revolutionary state
of socialist reality. It is not an act of
vengeance but justice, it is not about
a new class structure of privilege but
a revolutionary act of independence
within the new classless state of
being that can be a socialist
revolution.
It is, as che and other great
revolutionaries recognized a
constant process of change in
process rather than simply a distant
and unattainable utopia of
becoming.

How the Revisionist Left Sold Out
Historical Dialectical Materialism
By Sam Bullock
The ideology of Historical Dialectical
Materialism put forward by Karl Marx
has been rejected by the revisionist
majority of the Australian left.
Historical Dialectical Materialism
explains the reality of the world we live
in. It shows how society evolves from
one form to another.
Dialectical Materialism is a scientific
ideology and was used by Lenin in the
foundation of the Soviet Union. It was
used to show how society can apply
socialism and this was continued by
Joseph Stalin after Lenin’s death.
Leon Trotsky was a revisionist, not a
Marxist, he was a dogmatist, who
rejected dialectical materialism.
The left in Australia, that have rejected
Historical Dialectical Materialism, have
failed to analyze the objective reality of
political situations particularly
regarding socialism and in relation to
the 1991 collapse of the Soviet Union.
These groups on the left include the
Communist Party of Australia who
have also failed to correctly analyze
the People’s Republic of China and the
ideology of socialism with Chinese
characteristics.
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This failure to correctly apply MarxistLeninist ideology of Karl Marx, V.I
Lenin and Frederick Engels has led to
a failure to understand the progress
and ideology of China’s social and
economic development, including the
importance of Mao Zedong in the
ideology of the People’s Republic of
China.
Not only this but this failure to
understand Dialectical Materialism has
resulted in misunderstanding the
development of the Democratic
Republic of Korea and ‘Juche’
meaning ‘self-reliance’ ‘autonomy’ and
independence. This misunderstanding
includes misinterpretation of the
ideology of Kim Il Song and the
Workers Party of Korea, including the
unity of worker peasant and
intellectuals of the Korean People’s
Army, that man is the master of his
own destiny. These people
misunderstand the DPRK as a
dictatorship or a Hermit Kingdom. This
incoherent analyzing of North Korea by
the Australian Communist Party leaves
it open to the dogma of Trotskyism.
By adopting post-soviet era dogmatism
the Communist Party of Australia also
carried out acts of class collaboration
with unions tied to the Labor Party and
Social democracy instead of fighting
for a vanguard party and socialism.
In throwing out revolutionary dialectical
materialism, and in the adopting of
Trotskyism, the Communist Party of
Australia, also failed to address
changes in the Australian working
class.
From 1970-1980, refusing any
reckoning of their mistakes, or criticism
of revisionist ideology, left the CPA
open to union bureaucracy tied to the

Labor Party leaders who have become
well off financially.
Campaigns like ‘Change the Rules’
and ‘Your rights at work’ have done
nothing to change the situation of the
Australian working class and it was
never intended to but rather to get the
Labor Party re-elected to parliament
and to support the Capitalist state, not
revolution.

About our Theory and
Practice Section
We give our comrades the opportunity to
participate in discussions about theory
and practice in this section. These articles
are an opportunity for comrades to
discuss their ideas regarding theory and
practice. Our party follows the practice of
democratic centralism and we actively
encourage our comrades to take part.
People from outside of our party can
submit articles however, we reserve the
right to not publish if these submissions
do not fall in line with Marxist-Leninist
principles. We will not publish anything
that discriminates against other groups of
people on the grounds of subjective
notions of race, gender or sexual
preference or other forms of
discrimination. You can send your
articles to the following email account:
brendakellaway@outlook.com
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year I was marching with a small group
that is focused on the families of Gay and
Lesbian family members and Friends,
PFLAG, which had around 80 people In
our regiment – Compared to now
corporations involved having at least
double that In their dancers
accompanying their floats.

LETTERS;
Madigras political
protests to public
statement By Brennan Dick
The Mardigra for me, is a go to thing each
year, favouring being in the parade rather
than watching for some personal reasons
around my intolerance to alcohol. I have
been in the parade twice and watched it 3
times in Sydney, Australia.
What started off as a political protest that
was supressed by the police, with the
police rounding up and beating those who
took pride in their identity, as acceptance
increased, the event became more
accepted and became a mass supported
thing. The repression on the Stonewall
riots made its origin, now it has a new
future and image because of the passing of
Same Sex Marriage and semi-free ability
to transition gender for those who wish to
take hormonal changes due to more
Liberal acceptance of the Transgender
community on the surface. Where
originally also It was primarily Gay and
Lesbians making its bulk, now more and
more non-binary groupings are joining in
on the parade and the event. But one Issue
now is the future of the whole affair!
Given the past of other events and how
they slowly transitioned away from their
origin, one Issue that remains with the
Increase of corporate influence. As this

Having a case of actual community lead
support groups, having less people
representingiIt, with the highest bidders
having attendants and performers,
stealing the limelight of the event. Now
being safe as being Gay or Lesbian in
Sydney Is not a danger, being that of an
accepted status overall most highlighted
by the resounding success of the Same Sex
Marriage referendum.
The fight and push for equality on and law
has been mostly won, with now the
stigmatisation remaining and
Homophobic commentary now being
focused on countering. But the Issue some
have now including myself Is that of will
the event be taken over, taken over by
corporate donations casting a shadow
over helpful original supporters.
Some people at the same time has to now
accept that being gay or Lesbian In the 1st
world is in comparison safer than that of
1) highly religious states which focus on
religious unity and religious laws, 2)
Nations ruled by a prevailing
Heteronormative nationalist directive.
Both which enforce Anti-LGBT laws under
false argumentations, passively building a
wall of severance between people.
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As a result, the Mardigras committee and
the LGBT community should focus on
combating the hypocrisy of such laws at
home such as the, “religious freedom act”
as much as the corporate infringement on
the grassroots parade. They should
receive funding and support from its
origin to keep the spirit of mardigras alive
post Stonewall."

Star Riot

Newcastle Calling
by Mark Elliot-Ranken
In the late 1970’s the Clash released
‘London Calling’ a song that was a call
to arms for anyone who dreamt of
changing the world. Much like Dylan’s
“The Times they are a-Changing” we
who lived through this period perceived
a need to challenge the powers of
repression that propelled all of us to
uncertain presents and dystopic
futures. On 19th September 1979
Newcastle went calling, the Star Riot let
the world know their was unrest in the
colonies and the antipodean young
where prepared to challenge any and
all authority. The police, naturally were
not amused especially when the rioters
burnt their cars and paddy-wagons as
well as driving them from the streets, at
least for a short while. The riot was not
a victory yet things were defiantly
different after this, a political message
resonated and history changed.
Despite the media joined by the local
luminaries who could jump on the

bandwagon condemning the rioters you
could tell…they where sweating.
I wasn’t there that night I’m not a
Newcastle boy though the northern
beaches of Sydney are just a southerly
extension of the same geo-culture. But
while this white boy son of the
bourgeoisie watched the riot on TV, my
partner Bernadette was there the night
of the riot and her grainy, stark, black
and white photos reveal a before and
after of tense drinkers in the infamous
back bar, burnt paddy wagons and
shocked police after the event. A
situationists dream Debord would have
thought, a little bit of 1967 burning Paris
transported
momentarily
to
the
antipodes.
And this is the point, this event was not
an isolated one, Australia does not
have a quiet history, blood has stained
the wattle and its not all defeats either.
Who remembers Darwin where twice
workers uprisings forced out the
government men onto waiting navy
ships and as recently as the eighties a
pitched battle occurred between police,
politicians and workers on the steps of
the old legislative assembly and for that
one I was there, in the middle of it. For
a while the workers won and changed
history but its suppressed, a secret
history of resistance and struggle that
can produce victories, the greatest of
which is to remain standing.
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Greil Marcus in his ‘Lipstick Traces A
Secret History of the Twentieth Century’
charts the roller coaster progressions of
dissent and direct action across the
cultural, social & political spheres. From
Café Voltaire to the Situationists to S11
and Punk anarchy it’s been in the air we
breathe of the last two centuries. Direct
action, Spanish Civil war popular fronts
name it what you will, resistance and
what Debord called ‘constructed
situations’ of disruptive possibility that
change histories and challenge the thin
skins of reality are still around us even
in today’s dreary utilitarian materiality,
9/11 and Occupy showed us that
reality. Raoul Vaneigem in his book of
dreams and strategies of occupation
says that ’daydreaming subverts the
world’. So did the Star, just for a
moment acting as history’s hinge and it
was Newcastle calling.

Vladimir Ilyich Lenin

150th anniversary of the
birth of Vladimir Ilyich
Lenin;
How the West betrayed his
legacy
by Sam Bullock
On the anniversary of the birth of
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin it saddens us that
the Western parties often give lip

service to support of Lenin when in
actual fact they disregard his
statements and ideology. When
looking at the Russian
Revolution, leading to the formation of
the Soviet Union, we must remember
Lenin was not only a man but a
scientific socialist who's ideology was
used in application of Marxist theory
when they formed the Soviet Union.
Lenin’s ideology was based on
Scientific and dialectical materialism
and there are many Communist parties
of the world who hold him in great
esteem but do not follow his political
ideology. Lenin discussed Scientific
Socialism applying it the political,
social and economic circumstances of
Russia at the time. Marxists follow the
application of theory in their practice. If
you can’t apply theory into practice,
then the theory is no longer valid and
the practice also suffers.
The western countries have not
succeeded in implementing Socialism
due to not following properly Socialist
ideologies including the excellent work
of Lenin in the application of scientific
Socialism leading to the first working
class revolution and the formation of
the first workers state. Many of the
points that Lenin provided to achieve
Socialism are often ignored,
disregarded or misinterpreted
particularly the so-called Marxists of
the bourgeoisie who end up
collaborating with the Capitalist class.
Lenin knew the limitations of Social
Democracy and that parliamentarian
Communism would never work stating
that the working class is a class of
itself and onto itself, that the working
class is the only class that can seize
power, to overthrow the ruling class.
We must build via a Vanguard party to
lead the working class towards the
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abolition of the Capitalist state
however, instead the collaborators, the
petty bourgeoise, those who
misinterpret and ignore Lenin are
deceptively using Lenin’s image and
misinterpretations of Lenin’s ideology
to deceive the working class and
destroy any chance of a move towards
Socialism. We must continue the study
of Scientific Socialism if we have any
chance of victory.

Is full employment
possible in
Australia?
Full employment & the 1945
White paper on employment
part 1: The rise of full
employment in Australia.
By Brenda Kellaway

The short answer to the
question; can we have full
employment, is yes, even
under the Capitalist system in
Australia we had full
employment from 1945 to
1975. So how did we create
full employment and why
don’t we have full
employment now?

Photo: a group of people lining up in soup
kitchen in Great Depression in Australia

Photo: Unemployed man Great
Depression

It Began with a
Decision
In 1945 the then Australian
Prime minister John Curtin
and the minister for
employment John Dedman,
commissioned a discussion
paper from a group of
economists. The economists
were working for the North
Australia Research Unit at the
Australian National
University headed by H.C
Coombs. The paper was
called ‘Full Employment in
Australia’ otherwise known as
the ‘White Papers on
Employment’. Curtin died
shortly thereafter but the plan
was continued on by the
Chiefly led Labor
government, and successive
governments until 1975.
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depression ‘over 25%’ could
not find work. This was in
contrast with the war years
when, due to government
intervention, along with need,
people could find meaningful
work regardless of other
difficulties and sacrifices
made during the war. The
White paper states:
Snowy river Hydro-Electric workers

The initial decision, the
Australian government made,
was that employment was a right
of Australian citizens and that
they, as the government, had an
obligation to the public to
provide employment. In the first
paragraph of the introduction of
the White Paper on Employment
it states:
“Full employment is a
fundamental aim of the
Commonwealth Government. The
Government believes that the
people of Australia will demand
and are entitled to expect full
employment, and that for this
purpose it will be able to count on
the cooperation of servicemen's
associations, trade unions,
employers' associations and other
groups.”

The Curtin/Chiefly
government recognized that
regardless of the need for
housing etc before the war,
that not everyone had been
able to find employment and
in the worst part of the

“In peace-time the responsibility
of Commonwealth and State
Governments is to provide the
general framework of a full
employment economy, within
which the operations of
individuals and businesses can be
carried on.” (paragraph 3, 1945, The
White Paper)

Snowy River Hydro-electric scheme

The Chiefly government had
many shortcomings;
particularly regarding working
conditions and wages, not to
mention sending troops to
break up a strike action for
higher wages, jailing trade
unionists and being rampantly
anti-Communist, however,
regardless of these many
shortcomings, as a result of
the strategies set out in the
white paper, Chiefly and other
Prime ministers in Australia
did manage to sustain full
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employment from 1945 until
1975 thereby proving that full
employment is possible in
Australia and that
unemployment is directly
affected by government policy
decisions.

Picture from Depression in Australia

What did the Australian
government do to bring in
full employment?
Firstly, the government
understood that the Australian
economy was affected by
world economies.
Government saw the need to
encourage other countries to
also address their
unemployment problems
thereby taking part in
international collaborations
designed to expand world
trade and to undertake policies
to ensure that the fluctuations
in the world market were less
severe.

However, Perhaps the
most important changes
in policies were the
internal ones.
The Curtin/ Chifley
government understood that,
although Australia could be
affected by market
fluctuations worldwide that, to
a certain extent, they could
keep people employed by
expanding the manufacturing
and public services. The
Curtin/Chifley government
understood the need for local
manufacturing. As the white
paper states
“The

amount of
employment available at
any time depends on the
volume of production
being undertaken.”

Photo: Workers at Snowy River Mountain
Hydro-electric scheme during
construction.

The Curtin/Chiefly govts set
about creating work by direct
government interventions
including in manufacturing.
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Chiefly himself negotiated
with General Motors Holden
to create a manufacturing base
to manufacture the first
Australian made car, the
Holden, which created work
for thousands of Australians
including in related industries
which produced parts.
Government also instigated
many large public
infrastructure projects like the
Snowy River Mountain
Hydroelectricity Scheme
which employed 100 thousand
workers, including many
immigrants from beginning of
construction in 1949 to its
completion in 1974.
A conservative statistician,
Roland Wilson, had suggested
as far back as 1941 that a
National Body for public
works was needed and
although initially sidelined by
other conservatives, a
National Body for Public
works was later heavily
pushed by HC Combes,
Chifley and Curtin.
A National Body for public
works was established and the
amount of public money spent
on public works steadily rose
from 153 million pounds in
1944, to 358 million pounds
in 1947, 743 million pounds
in 1949 to 977 million pounds
in 1950. This government
spending translated into

thousands of jobs and a
thriving economy.
The projects suggested in the
White Paper on Employment
include:
“…: housing and slums
clearance, community centres,
hospitals and libraries, roads,
railways, bridges, harbours,
aerodromes, electrical and other
power-undertakings,
administrative buildings, other
power-undertakings,
administrative buildings, land
development through irrigation,
afforestation, water conservation,
prevention of soil erosion, food
control, reclamation…” (paragraph
42, the white paper)

Photo: Holden factory

The then government looked
at these public works projects
in terms of their ‘intrinsic
importance’ , in other words
how useful the public work
was going to be for the
general public, and also its
role in creating employment,
the dual role being important.
(paragraph 43, white paper)
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National Housing program

Another important factor
was ‘A national housing
programme’

“95 recommendations of the
Commonwealth Housing
Commission dealt, in varying
detail, with a numerous 21.
subjects including: ‘low-cost
housing, housing standards,
types of houses, building
materials, housing density, slum
clearance, town and regional
planning, community facilities,
rural housing, building research,
and housing subsidies… Its
primary concern was with the
provision of public housing for
low-income workers.”

This housing program was
‘developed and carried out
jointly by the Commonwealth
and the states.
According to the National
Archives, chapter 8, on
housing, the role of
governments in housing prior
to 1942 was ‘quite limited,’
largely comprising of housing
for returned soldiers. Even
this fell through in the
depression. In 1942 the South
Australian Housing Trust led
the nation in the provision of
rental housing to ‘low-income
earners’ but there was no
National body.
The Commonwealth Housing
Commission was set up in
April 1943 supported by HC
Coombes to report on
housing, the final report 300
pages was completed in
August 1944. Out of the
report there were

One of the most important
factors, in creating full
employment, was the heavy
regulation of the banking
system.
In 1945 the Curtin
government introduced
banking legislation to
formalise the ‘Central banking
functions of the
Commonwealth Bank’ which
included an Act to regulate
banking to protect the deposits
and currency of the public.
This legislation included a
provision to protect people,
particularly regarding the
private banks who at times
‘couldn’t meet their
obligations’, in other words
banks that went broke and
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people lost their money. The
idea was that the regulating
body, a single governor, and
an advisory board of officials
& the Commonwealth Bank
would ensure that bad debts
were taken over to protect
people’s deposits &
investments.

allowed the Curtin/Chifley
government to have a great
deal of ‘control over the
banking system as a whole.’
The Chifley government also
insisted that the banks
continue with the low interest
rates of the war to ‘ensure’
the flow of
‘credit banking system is
regulated to promote
stability in capital spending.”
(paragraph 34, White Paper)

Commonwealth Bank of Australia 1946

During World War II the
Curtin government had
insisted that ‘individual
surpluses’, in other words the
profits of large companies and
funds from wealthy
individuals, be deposited into
a special account in order that
the government might use
these investment funds for the
war effort. According to the
National Museum. of
Australia the government
required investors lodge these
profits ‘surplus investable
funds’ into special accounts
held by the bank. The funds
from these accounts were used
in the war effort and this was
continued on in peacetime by
the Curtin/ Chifley
government particularly to
fund public works but it also

The government included
legislation that required private
banks to apply for licenses, in
order to trade, including the
provision that a certain amount
of low-income loans for
housing and other applications
be available to the public.
They also formed an
‘Industrial Finance
Department’ which provided
capital finance for ‘small and
growing businesses, many of
which although credit-worthy
cannot provide the required
securities for bank advances’.
The Chifley government also
heavily invested in research
setting up the now CSIRO.
These banking reforms, along
with the other initiatives of
government, led to 30 years of
full-employment and
prosperity.
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So why don’t have full
employment today?
Like most positive reforms for
the working class, under the
Capitalist socio-economic
system, these reforms can be
rolled back by the Capitalist
Class in their constant pursuit
of increasing profit margins
and expansion into new
markets. This is the case here
as these reforms from the
Curtin/Chifley government
were rolled back and have
been vigorously opposed
since.

meetings against the plan in
the Sydney Town Hall.
Menzies ramped up efforts
against the plan stating it was
a ‘second battle for Australia’
and the County Party leader,
Earle Page, called it a
‘Communist ramp’, warning
that his supporters might use
‘physical means’ to oppose it.

The Chifley government came
unstuck with fervent
opposition, from the Capitalist
class, against the strict
banking regulations, attempts
to regulate prices, exports, and
imports and particularly
regarding Chifley’s attempts
to Nationalise the banking
system.
The Capitalist class in
Australia vigorously opposed
the Nationalisation of the
banking system. Robert
Menzies described
Nationalising the banks a
move toward ‘fascism’ and
part of the ‘coming
dictatorship in Australia’.
Within days of Chiefly
announcing his intention to
Nationalise the banks Robert
Menzies mobilized right wing
forces organising public

Photo; United Australia Party poster
against Nationalisation of banks. The
United Australia party was forerunner to
Liberals & included Lyons, Menzies & Bill
Hughes

The private banks took the matter to
the High Court in 1948 and the High
Court upheld the challenge stating
that the legislation to Nationalise
was unconstitutional. There was an
appeal to the Privy Council, by the
Commonwealth Government, but it
was dismissed. Capitalism opposed
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the Nationalisation of the banks, in
spite of the fact the government of
the day initiated it. Banks and big
business, along with doctors, also
objected to subsidised medical care
and finally the government was
defeated.

people ready to be hired or fired at
the will of the Capitalist in their
pursuit of increasing profits margins.
This is particularly the case during
times of over-production.

Picture of the anti-nationalisation of the
banks protest organized by Menzies & Co.
Note that the employees of the banks were
forced to attend otherwise were threatened
to lose their jobs.

A reserve of people, ready to be
employed, creates competition
amongst workers for the fewer jobs
and therefore creates downward
pressure on wages and increases the
profit margins of the Capitalists. In
periods of high employment wages
increase and therefore profit margins
decrease. The Reserve Army of
Labour also encourages workers to
work harder, for fear of losing their
jobs, therefore fewer workers are
needed to increase production. In
other words, a Reserve Army of
Labour, the unemployed & underemployed, allows for greater
exploitation.

Menzies did keep in place some of
the good reforms in regards to
manufacturing, large infrastructure
projects and housing and in order to
continue this he kept H.C. Coombes
employed in his conservative
government to oversee these
projects, however, over time these
good reforms were dismantled and
replaced by economic rationalism
we see today.

The pulling apart of these
previous good reforms, that created
full employment in Australia,
happened over time but we can point
out specific policies that caused the
unravelling of full employment. I
will discuss these specific policies in
part 2 of this article; ‘The Decline of
Full Employment in Australia”
which will be in the next issue of the
Agitator.

Why would there be such vigorous
opposition to full employment?

The Australian government adopted
the approach of the White paper on
Employment and were successful in
creating full employment for 30
years from 1945 to 1975. It is
therefore possible to have full
employment again.

As Marx, Engels and Lenin pointed
out Capitalists rely on a Reserve
Army of Labour, an army of people
ready to be employed at the behest
of the Capitalist class. A group of
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Are you
interested in
Joining the
Communist
Workers Party?
The purpose of Communist Workers Party of
Australia is to change our Social Economic
system from a Capitalist based system to a
Socialist system.
The Party is a voluntary organization of likeminded people who strive to unite in its ranks
the most politically active members of the
working class and other sections of the people
who are prepared to work for the
achievement of working class state power and
the building of a Socialist Australia.

Our Party
constitution is
focused on
maximum
participation of
each individual
member.

Our organisational principle combines
the maximum of democratic discussion by the
entire membership to make decisions on how
to advance the aims of the Party - advancing
the cause of the Australian working class and
the achievement of socialism. The Party
members then have the obligation to carry
out those majority decisions.

Membership is open to any resident of
Australia sixteen years or older who agree
with the basic principles of the Party program
and are willing to abide by the Party
Constitution. Potential Party members are
assigned to a branch 3 months prior to their
acceptance to give them the full opportunity
to learn how the Party works and the theory
of the working class system, ie. MarxismLeninism.

The Rights of Party members section in
our constitution protects our members,
encouraging their participation in discussion
and respecting their opinions. All major
decision of the leadership are made by
members’ vote. We have procedures and
process enshrined in our constitution to
ensure these rights are protected.

Interested in more information about
our Party?
Phone: 0401 824 386
Email: brendakellaway@outlook.com
Mail: PO Box 367 , Hamilton, NSW , 2303
Our website:
communistworkerspartyofaustralia.org.au/
Our facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/CommunistWorkers-Party-of-Australia586334568056396/
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